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G
ordon Brush®, of City of Industry, CA, a suburb of Los
Angeles, was established in 1951 and manufactures brushes
for the military, aerospace, electronics, medical, forensics

and many other business segments. 
The company’s product lineup includes brushes for painting,

janitorial, artists and cosmetic applications, made out of a wide
variety of materials, including brass, nylon, natural bristle, and
more. Gordon brushes have traveled to other
planets and on the former U.S. space shuttles.
“When COVID-19 first hit, we were scared

like everybody else,” said Gordon Brush
President/CEO Kenneth Rakusin. “We
didn’t know what it all meant. We didn’t know
if we were going to go out of business and be
closed forever.”
As it turned out, Gordon Brush was declared

an essential business.
“We make a lot of brushes for the military

and other governmental agencies. Their
attitude is, we need Gordon Brush products,”
Rakusin said. “The military doesn’t shut
down. It needs our products to continue doing
the critical maintenance that is needed to run
its operations. We received a letter from the

military early on that basically said Gordon Brush needs to remain
open. After initially preparing to close because we didn’t know
what to do, we remained open as an essential business, and never
missed one minute of work.
“We posted a letter on our front door in case police officers came by,

so, they could see the letter from the military. I also advised a couple
of people in the brush industry on how they could keep their

companies open — helping each other is typical
of the industry.”
Indeed, Gordon Brush’s products have

benefitted the military in several ways,
including a silk brush Gordon Brush developed
for the Apache helicopter that cleans laser
optics without scratching.
In addition, NASA’s space telescope was

susceptible to dust getting on its lens after the
doors were opened. Gordon Brush built the
space agency a specially engineered vacuum
brush to dust the inside of the doors and
protect the sensitive lens. 
For developing a “Chamber Brush” that

cleans the main gun on the Abrams tank,
saving the government $1.5 billion, Gordon
Brush received a letter of commendation from

As the COVID-19 pandemic continues to ravish the country, 
Broom, Brush & Mop recently spoke with three executives involved 
in the industrial brush segment, who shared how their respective 

companies are doing business during these troubled times.
Fortunately, all three companies were declared essential businesses 
early on and did not have to close. Furthermore, on a positive note, 

the executives are seeing opportunities open as they look to the future.

By Rick Mullen |  Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor

  

Kenneth Rakusin
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the U.S. Army Tank-automotive and Armaments Command
(TACOM).
While business is down a little because of COVID-19, Rakusin said

the numbers indicate Gordon Brush has enjoyed profitability during
the past year. The company also benefited from the Small Business
Administration’s (SBA) Paycheck Protection Program (PPP).

“In hindsight, we have done OK, aside from the PPP, which is
an additional bonus,” Rakusin said. “So, we are very strong and
doing quite well. It was scary though, as March and April were
frightening months.”
It was also a scary time for Gordon Brush employees as they sought

to stay safe and healthy, with the onslaught of COVID-19. One
employee tested positive for the coronavirus, not once, but twice.
“Fortunately, he never displayed any symptoms. He missed work

on two different occasions and, knock on wood, nobody else has been
diagnosed with COVID-19,” Rakusin said. “We took precautions
very early on. We locked doors. We only let truckers in, nobody else
was allowed in the building. We insisted that masks are mandatory,
and placed sanitizers throughout our facility.”
Furthermore, to keep people apart, Rakusin closed the

company’s large lunchrooms.
“We are allowing employees to eat anywhere they want on the

property, which is horrible,” Rakusin said. “I hate it, because it
means there is food all over the place.”
Gordon Brush is known for its commitment to keeping

American jobs in its 250,000-square-foot manufacturing
facilities, in California and Mississippi. During the 2019 Made
in America Convention, which was held in Indianapolis, IN,
Rakusin was awarded the Patriot Award for his “Proud To Be An
American™ attitude and his unwavering commitment to
manufacturing in the United States,” said Don Buckner, founder
of MadeInAmerica.com.
Buckner also presented Gordon Brush with the Armed Forces

Award for developing the Chamber Brush for the Abrams tank.
In addition, Milwaukee Dustless Brush/Gordon Brush was

awarded ISSA’s Diamond Anniversary (60 consecutive years)
Award at the ISSA Show North America 2019.
Gordon Brush sources raw materials and components globally,

when they are not available in the United States. Some paint and
sundry products are imported. COVID-19 also caused some
problems with the company’s supply chain.
“There are certain materials we have to bring in from elsewhere

because they are not produced in the United States. We ran into
some issues, but they were temporary,” Rakusin said. “We don’t
have supply constraints of any kind, whether its with domestic or
international suppliers. Everything is coming in as scheduled.
There were some rocky times during the past six or seven months,
but, for now, things are back to normal.”

Gordon Brush keeps a large inventory of products to be able to
offer customers same-day shipping. Rakusin said, because of the
U.S. economy slowdown caused by COVID-19, one business
philosophy is to cut back on production and either lay off or
terminate employees.
“I did the opposite. I kept manufacturing at the level we were

producing before COVID-19, while building even more
inventory,” Rakusin said. “We have gotten through this COVID-
19 disaster in a nice way because of an ample supply of inventory.
Our business philosophy never changed. For awhile, we had too
much inventory, but it is now back to a normal level.”
Gordon Brush treats its employees well, offering a 401(k)

program, profit sharing, cash bonuses and a generous health
insurance program, Rakusin said. 
Nonetheless, hiring quality people to work in the factory has

historically been an industry-wide challenge. Before COVID-19,
record low unemployment rates helped deplete the labor pool.
Now that the economy is in recession, one might suppose the tight
labor pool has loosened up somewhat, which would help in
finding people to work on the factory floor.

“It did not,” Rakusin said. “For example, a man or woman who
might be laid off from a retail store position isn’t necessarily
appropriate to work in a factory. There isn’t a track in high school
that prepares people to work in a factory. There are many students
seeking to go to college, but there are very few people who want
to work in an industrial setting.”
Another challenge in hiring qualified people presented itself in

2016, when the state of California legalized recreational marijuana.
Cannabis has been legal in the state for medical use since 1996.
“In 2016, when the state passed a law that allowed marijuana to

be legal, we began having even more trouble hiring because so
many people smoke marijuana,” Rakusin said. “While it is legal at
the state level, as a federal contractor, we have to certify that we
are a drug-free workplace. The pool of talent is becoming smaller
and smaller because people are smoking marijuana. That has been
a bit of a challenge for us.”
One way companies have tried to deal with the lack of qualified

people to hire is to step up automation. The idea is more
automation means fewer people are needed to maintain or increase
production. While that strategy is sound on many levels, it isn’t
always a simple, cut and dried solution.
“Between now and the end of the year, I have three new CNC

machines coming in. But, the problem is, you still need people
who are capable of running those machines,” Rakusin said. “You
put more product out the door, which is great, but you need
talented people to run modern machines. 
“In our factory, we have a few old machines that are easy to

operate. They are slow, but they are very simple. The new
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“We posted a letter on our front door in
case police officers came by, so, they
could see the letter from the military. I
also advised a couple of people in the
brush industry on how they could keep
their companies open — helping each

other is typical of the industry.”

-Kenneth Rakusin

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

“There are certain materials we have to
bring in from elsewhere because they are
not produced in the United States. We ran

into some issues, but they were temporary.
We don’t have supply constraints of any

kind, whether its with domestic or
international suppliers.”

-Kenneth Rakusin
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machines must be programmed and set up. Someone has to build
the fixtures. You have to have people who can do all that work. In
other words, you need fewer people, but they have to be highly
trained and need a certain skill set.”
In addition to its brushes designed for the military, Gordon

Brush has also developed many other unique brushes for a wide
variety of applications. For example, a cookie factory worked with
Gordon Brush to find a way of removing baking deposits from its
stainless steel conveyor belt.

Gordon Brush designed and built a special wire roller brush,
which keeps the entire conveyor belt clean with only one
revolution of the belt.
“We are also making a brush used during orthopedic back

surgery,” Rakusin said. “The brush is designed to clean between
disks where surgeons insert a spacer.
“We manufacture brushes, as well, that the Bureau of Engraving

uses in printing currency. You would think with all the rush to
move everything to plastic, the demand for $1, $20, and $100 bills
would go away, but it is just the opposite. The bureau is printing
more currency than ever before, as U.S. currency is widely used in
international commerce.
“In the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, we notified the

Bureau of Engraving that we were open and everything was good.
We suggested the bureau buy ample inventory because we didn’t
know what tomorrow would bring. What if we couldn’t get the
filament we needed? What if we couldn’t get the steel we needed?
“Today, we’re good. We said, buy more now to make sure we

don’t have any issues down the road. Again, in March and April,
nobody knew what the future was going to bring.”
In discussing the ramifications of COVID-19 and what a post-

pandemic world might look like, Rakusin said, “Prior to the
coronavirus, retail was being decimated. With the pandemic, the retail
situation is even worse. I live in Beverly Hills and there are so many
storefronts that are for lease. It is almost scary how many small retail
shops are closing, one after another after another. It is painful to see.
“Near my house there was a very large shopping mall. When the

big anchor stores pulled out, all the little stores went out of
business. Now, that giant mall is being refurbished because
Google is taking a half million square feet as office space.
“I don’t know if, in the future, people will want to open new

stores. I don’t know if it is all going to be Amazon or Walmart. I
don’t know what the future is going to bring.”
Rakusin described an almost apocalyptic scene he witnessed

while taking a walk recently
“I walked up Rodeo Drive one Sunday and it was horrible. The

stores were all boarded up because they were afraid of protests and
riots due to the presidential election,” he said. “I felt like I was in

a third-world country with plywood on all the stores. It was
disgusting. Will we go back to normal? I don’t know what normal
is going to be anymore.
“If a cure is found to make people healthy again, or a vaccine is

developed that will prevent people from catching the coronavirus
in the first place, I think we will be getting on planes again. We
will be able to stay in hotels, and have our conventions again. 
“We will be able to take real vacations and travel to exotic

places. But, until there is a cure or a vaccine, we won’t get back to
‘normal.’ I do believe, however, we are getting closer to it than
farther from it. I feel more comfortable now.”

Contact: Gordon Brush Mfg. Co., Inc., 
737 Capitol Ave., City of Industry, CA 90601.
Phone: 800-950-7950 or 323-724-7777.

Website: www.gordonbrush.com.

B
efore mid-March of this year, business at Tanis Inc., of
Delafield, WI, was on a positive growth track, reported
the company’s president, Scott Tanis. Then, COVID-19

reared its ugly head and
turned people’s worlds
upside down.
“The pandemic was a

shock to our system. We
certainly felt the impact of
the slowing economy for a
month or two,” Scott Tanis
said. “While we are not
back to where we were
prior to COVID-19, after a
couple of months, things
started picking up again.
There are still a lot of
exciting things going on.
With that, we are ant-
icipating a good end of the
year and a good 2021.”
Tanis Inc. specializes in the manufacturing of custom-

engineered brushes, while serving a global customer base,
including a wide array of OEMs; manufacturing and maintenance
operations; and production processes.
The company’s custom brushes can be found in such industries as

agriculture, automotive, construction, data centers, food processing,
metal fabrication, medical, military, packaging, printing and
transportation. Because of its customer base, especially in health care
and the military, Tanis Inc. was declared an essential business and
allowed to stay open when the pandemic first hit.
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“I kept manufacturing at the level we
were producing before COVID-19, while
building even more inventory. We have
gotten through this COVID-19 disaster in 
a nice way because of an ample supply 
of inventory. Our business philosophy

never changed.”

-Kenneth Rakusin

Scott Tanis

“Getting raw materials in a timely
manner was a little tough for awhile.

Deliveries of both finished goods and raw
materials got pushed back. For a month or
so, we struggled trying to get supplies, as

delivery dates got pushed out to two to
three weeks in some cases. Nonetheless,

we were able to work through it.”

- Scott Tanis



Full Service Supplier: 
Boar Bristle all colors, 44 mm through 133 mm and Bulk (waste) sizes | Ox-Ear Hair | Badger Hair
Horse Hair | Goat Hair | Synthetic Paint Brush Filament, Bristle/Synthetic Mixes

Vegetable Fibers: 
Tampico | Palmyra | Coco Fiber | Arenga

Plus: 
Plastic Brush Blocks | Staple Wire

888.833.1097
Shipping within 24 Hours
Warehousing

info@brushfibers.com   |   www.brushfibers.com

Great Results
Start with Great Materials

Using  Natural Fibers  Since 1979
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Although a few temp workers have been laid off, Scott Tanis
attributed that to normal attrition, not related to COVID-19. Early on,
Tanis Inc. took measures to help keep its employees safe and
healthy, including placing disinfectant throughout the
company’s facilities, extra cleaning measures and making
masks available to employees.
“We have someone who

comes in everyday and wipes
everything down,” Scott Tanis
said. “We have been pretty
diligent when it comes to
wearing masks. We have pretty
much done everything we can.”
Despite taking the necessary

precautions, some staff members tested positive for the virus and were
quarantined, Scott Tanis said.
“Just in the past month, we had five people who tested positive. So,

our workforce was depleted somewhat for about three weeks, which was
rough,” Scott Tanis said. “However, that situation seems to be over.” 
Tanis, Inc., uses such raw materials as stainless steel, brass,

polyesters, nylon and polypropylene. A small amount of horsehair
and other natural fibers is also used. Typically, the company has had
minimal issues with sourcing and the pricing of its raw materials.
However, COVID-19 caused some supply chain problems.
“Getting raw materials in a timely manner was a little tough for

awhile,” Scott Tanis said. “Deliveries of both finished goods and raw
materials got pushed back. For a month or so, we struggled trying to
get supplies, as delivery dates got pushed out to two to three weeks in
some cases. Nonetheless, we were able to work through it.”

Tanis Inc.’s team of experts works closely with its loyal and
growing customer base in fashioning custom brushes to meet its
clients’ needs. Typical interactions with customers have been
altered somewhat due to COVID-19.
“We are not allowing as many visitors in our facilities, and we are

not traveling as much as we did
prior to the pandemic,” Scott Tanis
said. “Many of our customers are
not allowing people in their
buildings and are not allowing
their employees to travel. There
are many more Zoom meetings,
phone calls, conference calls,
those types of interactions.”

Alternative methods of communicating with customers aside,
Scott Tanis said there is a lot of business activity.
“We are receiving a lot of inquiries,” he said. “Maybe people are

staying home and have more time to think about ideas or projects
they would like to pursue.”
While finding quality employees to work in a factory

setting has been a longstanding industry challenge, fear of
COVID-19 might be holding some people back from going to
work, Scott Tanis said.
“I know there are many people who are going to wait until a vaccine

is available before they go back to the work place,” he said. “As time
goes on, we will get back to whatever ‘normal’ is going to be. People
are talking about working more from home. There has probably been
some accelerated use of technology due to the pandemic, and maybe
we won’t have as many people in a building at the same time as before. 
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“We are receiving a lot of inquiries,
maybe people are staying home and have
more time to think about ideas or projects

they would like to pursue.”

- Scott Tanis
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“I think once a vaccine is available, and people start feeling
confident and safe again, the economy will pick up. There’s a lot of
demand out there. People are antsy to get out in the world and do stuff
again, so I think that will be a positive to add juice to the economy.
“I just wish the best for everybody in the industry, and that

people are happy and healthy.”
Scott Tanis and his father, the late Chuck Tanis, founded Tanis,

Inc., in 1987. At that time, Chuck Tanis was more than 60 years
old and the pair essentially started the business “from scratch.”

Contact: Tanis, Inc., 
3660 Kettle Court, East Delafield, WI 53018.

Phone: 800-234-7002. 
Website: www.tanisbrush.com.

F
ounded in 1980 as Abtex Corp., in Dresden, NY, the
company was purchased by the Malish Corporation in
December 2019, and is now doing business as Abtex, LLC.

It remains an autonomous, stand-alone entity.
“We are making strides

to take advantage of some
synergies between both
companies,” said Abtex
President Jason Saner.
“We may share the same
ERP (enterprise resource
planning) system. We are
certainly enjoying the fact
that Malish is a much
bigger company than
Abtex. Knowing there is a
crew of highly experienced
individuals to whom we
can reach out with financ-
ial strategy or long-term
horizon focused questions
is an important asset.”

Located in the state’s Finger Lakes region, Abtex specializes in the
design and manufacture of application-specific abrasive nylon
deburring brushes and automated deburring systems.
Abtex fiber abrasive brushing tools are available in disc, radial

wheel, tube and end type and cylindrical formats. Abtex offers a
wide variety of stock brushes, in addition to custom designs for
specific applications.
“Abtex is narrowly focused on abrasive filament brushes used

primarily for deburring metal parts,” Saner said. “We do a lot with
powdered metal and fine blanking. Eighty to 90 percent of our
business involves automotive applications.
“The demand, over time, for lighter cars brought new materials,

such as aluminum, into play. Deburring aluminum is one of our
oldest applications. When aluminum is saw cut, it leaves a burr on
the edge, which is removed by our brushes.
“Engineers worldwide are realizing not having burrs allows

parts to fit within closer tolerances, making everything work
better. Breaking the sharp edge left after machining, fine blanking
or grinding enhances the performance of a vehicle. So, they are
paying a lot more attention to the smaller details and that has
really lent itself to growth in our industry.”
Throughout the United States, COVID-19 cases and deaths are

spiking. As of Nov. 24, according to coronavirus.health.ny.gov,
New York state has put into place more restrictions to battle the

pandemic, including bars, restaurants and gyms, as well as State
Liquor Authority-licensed establishments, must close in-person
service from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. daily. Indoor and outdoor gatherings at
private residences are limited to no more than 10 people. In addition
new travel guidelines are in effect that allow out-of-state travelers to
“test out” of the mandatory 14-day quarantine. 
According to nytimes.com, during the week leading up to Nov.

24, the state saw an average of 5,459 cases per day, an increase of
70 percent from the average two weeks earlier.
Abtex’s rural location in upstate New York has been beneficial in

keeping the number of cases and deaths significantly lower, compared
to other parts of the state, especially the New York City area.
Dresden is a village located in Yates County, with a population

of fewer than 300 people, according to the U.S. Census Bureau. As
of Nov. 25, nytimes.com reported there has been 242 cases of
COVID-19 recorded in Yates County, with six deaths.
“Abtex is located in the middle of the Finger Lakes Region,

which is a popular tourist destination with wineries, craft
breweries and other attractions,” Saner said. “We have a low
population density. As a result, the area was largely spared the
worst of the early pandemic.”
When the pandemic hit in the spring, Abtex was declared an

essential business because of its ties to the automotive industry, its
largest customer base. In addition, while not a large part of the
company’s business, Abtex’s brushes are also used by the medical,
aerospace and military fields.
“As an essential business, we did not close,” Saner said. “Our

great team of engineers, staff level employees and those working
in production all made adjustments to their lives and showed up
for work everyday.
“We also took precautions. We are fortunate that our facility is

large — just shy of 30,000 square feet — and there are only about
30 of us. So, there is plenty of space to spread out so no one is on
top of another person. We talk often about the importance of social
distancing and disinfection efforts, which we can also carry into
our personal lives.”

One important reason Abtex has been able to grow is its ability
to develop new products and solutions, for which the company’s
engineering group has been the main facilitator.
“We are very fortunate. During the past eight to 10 years, we

have been putting together a great engineering team, which has
made it easier to recruit highly-talented people,” Saner said.
“There are more experienced employees who can mentor the
newer people. There’s a support group, so no one is flying on
his/her own. We are very much team-based. No one gets hung out
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“Engineers worldwide are realizing not
having burrs allows parts to fit within

closer tolerances, making everything work
better. Breaking the sharp edge left after

machining, fine blanking or grinding
enhances the performance of a vehicle.

So, they are paying a lot more attention to
the smaller details and that has really lent

itself to growth in our industry.”

- Jason Saner

Jason Saner
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to dry. Whether it is in production or machine design or
engineering, there is a fantastic group of people here, and
everybody is willing to pitch in.
“Our applications lab is busy all the time. We bring in customers’

parts and work to help them find the right brush to meet their needs,
and everybody is a little bit different. There is no ‘one size fits all’
here. When we are not busy with customer-specific applications, we
test new filaments and new build methods, etc., trying to make things
more efficient and more highly engineered. 

“For example, we just developed a 15-inch diameter brush that
holds plus or minus 1/10,000 parallelism across the front and back
faces. That is nearly unheard of in abrasive filament brushes. It is
really hard to do.”
Abtex has fostered an inclusive, family/team corporate culture.
“There is an air of mutual respect and, even more importantly,

it seems everybody wants to be here,” Saner said. “That makes an
incredible difference in a workplace.
“When I am interviewing for a position, I tell the prospect,

‘Everyone you are going to meet, wants to be here. If that is not going
to be you, don’t come just for the job. We come to work because we
get satisfaction from what we are doing. We try to do  the very best
we can and people are going to have your back. If that is the
environment you feel you can be comfortable in and contribute to,
then you are somebody who can be successful at Abtex.’”
While Abtex has been successful in building a high-quality

workforce, it hasn’t been easy.
“This isn’t my first time around the block. During my 25 years in

the industry, the one thing that has never changed is good people are
hard to find,” Saner said. “Really good people already have jobs.
They are on their way in life. It is very rare that a person is going to
walk through your door and ask, ‘Do you have a job opening?’
“We are constantly recruiting and trying to identify talent,

whether it is through internship programs or referrals from people
who work here. 
“Community involvement also helps in our recruiting efforts. We

try to be as visible as possible. We try to be a part of the community.
We sponsor a lot of events and we give to many organizations.”
Because Abtex’s business is closely tied to the automotive

industry, the company’s leadership is keeping a close eye on
developments in that industry, especially given the uncertainties
associated with the pandemic.
An immediate challenge stems from the fact that many of

Abtex’s customers let their inventory run down, trying to free up
capital, Saner said.
“Right now, we are seeing demand as a result of six months of

fewer cars being purchased. Despite the economy being in
recession, there seems to be pretty high consumer confidence.
People are buying cars, which is great,” Saner said. “Because
many companies depleted their inventories to free up capital,
people are saying, ‘I have to have it now.’ So, our challenge is to
respond to the need for instant capacity.
“In the long term, we have the same challenges as everybody

else. Is there going to be a double-dip of COVID-19? Is there
going to be an upheaval as a result of the changing administration?
“I’m not saying I’m Republican or Democrat, I just don’t want a lot

of upheaval. We want people to feel comfortable buying products.”
Another ongoing challenge is going to be the move toward more

electric vehicles in the marketplace, as, typically, Abtex brushes
are mostly used in internal combustion engine applications.
“One thing you can’t do in business is get too comfortable,”

Saner said. “We are going to keep growing. If that means we have
to pivot and be a supplier for electrified vehicles as well, fine. We
have the talent to adjust. It is exciting and scary, but, at the same
time, I feel like we are well positioned.”
One area of new business is supplying deburring solutions for

battery trays used in electric vehicles.
“Electric vehicles have battery trays that don’t get stamped out in

one piece. They get assembled with a bunch of pieces. Companies are
asking for our help in deburring these items,” Saner said. “We also
have a great project involving a start-up company in the Midwest. It
already has a ton of orders for electrified vehicles.

“Many experts are talking about electrification, autonomous
vehicles, etc., saying, at least in the U.S., it is going to be more of
a hybrid situation with partly electrified engines, and maybe
smaller, more fuel efficient engines.”
As Abtex rebounded from the earlier negative impact of

COVID-19 on sales, the company began to receive machine
orders that Saner did not expect.

“When we get a machine order, it is typically tied to a new
product or a new platform,” Saner said. “I saw a report that
indicated something like up to 220 new automobile platforms will
be released in North America during the next year, including the
new Ford Bronco and an electric Hummer.
“All that tooling is being put into place now. The fact that large

companies are placing orders for machines that cost hundreds of
thousands of dollars to be delivered in six, eight or 12 months
down the road, is a sign of confidence.”

Contact: Abtex Corporation, 
89 Main St., P.O. Box 188, Dresden, NY 14441.

Phone: 888-662-2839.
Email: sales@abtex.com. Website: www.abtex.com.
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“When I am interviewing for a position, 
I tell the prospect, ‘Everyone you are

going to meet, wants to be here. If that 
is not going to be you, don’t come just

for the job. We come to work because we
get satisfaction from what we are doing.
We try to do the very best we can and
people are going to have your back.’”

- Jason Saner

“One thing you can’t do in business is
get too comfortable. We are going to keep
growing. If that means we have to pivot
and be a supplier for electrified vehicles

as well, fine. We have the talent to adjust.
It is exciting and scary, but, at the same
time, I feel like we are well positioned.”

- Jason Saner
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M
ops, brushes and brooms are often comprised of
several components. That can include a handle,
fiber/filament, wire and some type of hardware item.

The latter may be a tip, end, ferrule, adaptor, brace, extension
piece, connector, frame, clamp and/or other accessories. 

The COVID-19 pandemic
has made its imprint on just
about every business and
industry imaginable —
including those companies
involved in the manufacture
and/or supply of hardware
products used by mop, brush
and/or broom makers. Like
many businesses, that
imprint has been felt in 2020
at Monahan Partners. The
Arcola, IL, company supp-
lies a catalogue of metal and
plastic hardware for the

cleaning industry. Items include metal and rubber dust mop
connectors, metal and plastic quick changes, “grippers” for wet
mops, broom braces, dust mop frames, wire connector and
bases, threads and dust mop heads.
“We provide hardware for self-assembly, but also

specialize in assembling hardware onto wood, metal and
fiberglass handles,” Monahan Partners President Kevin
Monahan said. “Most of our hardware is assembled onto a
handle to become a wet mop, dust mop, push broom or other
cleaning tool.”
He added that the unknowns generally associated with

conducting business have been larger in 2020.

“We (as a hardware supplier) are further down in the
supply chain than most companies, but to provide a
microcosm of uncertainty experienced this year,
(Monahan Partners) had one of its worst Septembers ever,
followed by one of its best Octobers,” Monahan said.
“Our team has been conscientious and respectful of
today’s realities, including the protection of our
employees. In return, our employees have worked hard to
protect the company.”

As for the first half of 2021, Monahan believes many
unknowns will still be present for those businesses involved
in the cleaning industry.
“For example, some restaurants are having difficulty right

now deciding if it’s worthwhile to remain open at limited, or
no capacity, through the winter. Meanwhile, some
companies may realize how little office space they require,
and see savings that can come from a move to a smaller
building or safer location. Those scenarios will generally
result in less required cleaning,” Monahan said. “However,
the dining experience isn’t going to leave forever, and if
nothing else, this pandemic should lead to more people
recognizing the vital importance of proper cleaning and

 Are Essential In Mop, 
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“Our team has been conscientious and
respectful of today’s realities, including 
the protection of our employees. In return, 

our employees have worked hard 
to protect the company.”

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

Kevin Monahan
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overall cleanliness. That should benefit the cleaning
industry as a whole — not just those who supply PPE and
sanitizer.”
Helping customers, and their end-user accounts, solve

cleaning-related issues is part of the business strategy at
Monahan Partners.

“Our customers, for instance, see the benefit of putting
Monahan Partners’ talent of assembling mopsticks to use.
That is a time and space saver for them, and most critically
— allows those manufacturers to focus their own labor on
specific core strengths,” Monahan said. 
New product development is also important at Monahan

Partners, even if the product has nothing to do with mop,
brush or broom hardware. Company representatives spent
several months in 2020 creating a new hand sanitizer stand. 
“Many stands require use of a specific sanitizer, but our

universal back plate expands options for different types of

sanitizers to be used,” Monahan said. “We rarely stray from
our core strengths, but this was a very calculated risk that we
believe to be worthwhile.”
He added an established product showcasing Monahan

Partners’ innovation is the company’s Freight Buster multi-
piece handle. It’s designed to allow customers to ship
mopsticks using shorter boxes, which provides a savings in
postage. 
Among other business challenges that Monahan reported

is the constant fluctuation of raw material supplies and
pricing associated with the production of hardware items.  

“Plastic hardware is dependent on the availability and
pricing of resin, while metal hardware is derived from
steel. Resin prices do experience small increases on
occasion, especially if the end-product is colored,” he
said. “For resin, the good news is PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) fiber (often used to make plastic
hardware items) doesn’t appear to be at risk of supply

concerns for the near future. That is due
to an increased awareness of recycling’s
importance, including PET bottles used
by many consumers.”
Contrarily, global and domestic steel

prices, as well as ocean freight rates, are
challenges that require constant monitoring,
Monahan added. 
Despite today’s uncertainties in business,

customer service remains a main priority at
Monahan Partners. 
“I believe many customers feel that our

company is easy to work with when
conducting business. We’ve never grown out
of our basic values and understanding of
ourselves, while serving as genuine partners,”
Monahan said. “There’s a niche here for us.
We continue to offer a quality product line, a
remarkable staff, a strong history and have
every reason to be enthusiastic about the
future. As our company motto states, ‘We’re
In This Together.’”

Contact: Monahan Partners, Inc., 
202 N. Oak, Arcola, IL 61910. 

Phone: 217-268-5771.
Email: kevin@monahanpartners.com. 
Website: www.monahanpartners.com. 
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“The good news is PET (polyethylene
terephthalate) fiber (often used to make
plastic hardware items) doesn’t appear 
to be at risk of supply concerns for 

the near future.” “Contrarily, global and domestic steel 
prices, as well as ocean freight rates, 

are challenges that require 
constant monitoring.” 
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The American Brush Manufacturers Association
(ABMA) has announced its 104th Annual Convention in
2021 is going virtual, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The

virtual convention is scheduled for March 17-18, 2021.
“The board of directors made this decision based on protecting

the health and welfare of our members,” ABMA President Scott
Enchelmaier, of Industrial Brush Co., Fairfield, NJ, said. “Add to
that the guidelines that exist for California and the various states
and countries our members would be traveling from, and there
was no possible way we could hold an in-person convention.
“Our membership gave us (the board) clear marching orders at

the 2020 convention to look for ways to involve more people
within our organizations in ABMA, outside of the convention. The
ABMA educational seminars and the Emerging Leaders efforts
have already begun to move our organization in that direction.
Hosting a virtual convention in March should give more people
access to much of what makes ABMA great, without the need for
travel.” 
It’s the hope, however, that in-person conventions will return in

the near future. In 2022, the ABMA Annual Convention is
scheduled for March 2-5, at the Hyatt Coconut Point, in Bonita
Springs, FL. The 2023 convention will take place March 22-25, at
the Hotel Del Coronado, just south of San Diego, CA.
“We acted out of an abundance of caution, as COVID-19 cases

are spiking around the world, with no immediate end in sight,”
ABMA Executive Director David Parr said. “Our 2021 virtual
convention will contain most of the elements of an in-person
event. We will hold committee meetings in the weeks leading up
to our virtual event. On Wednesday, March 17, we will conduct
our traditional General Session, and, on Thursday, March 18, we
will have our popular Face 2 Face suppliers meetings in a virtual
setting.”
The latter event provides a showcase for ABMA members to

learn about the latest products, ideas and components offered by
participating suppliers. In addition, the event is another
opportunity for members to network. 
“The virtual format will allow many more members of a

company’s team to participate in the Face 2 Face meetings,” Parr
added. “While we all hope for a return to in-person contact and
meetings in the future, we can still accomplish meaningful and
important work with the technology at hand. 

“The virtual General Session, meanwhile, will contain industry
updates, committee reports and ABMA director and officer
elections, as well as recognition of retiring directors and officers.
We will also announce the winners of the ABMA Foundation
awards and the ABMA William A. Cordes Innovation Excellence
Award.”
The latter award recognizes outstanding innovation of

manufactured products, components or services in the broom,
brush, mop and roller industries. Named after William A. Cordes,
who served as the association’s first president from 1917-1928,
the award serves as a constant reminder that all new and exciting
endeavors have beginnings that connect with real people.
Interested parties may submit nominations to ABMA during any
calendar year for consideration. All nominations must be readily
available in the marketplace during the year in which they are to
be considered. 
Enchelmaier encouraged companies to enter the competition,

adding: “The ABMA William A. Cordes Innovation Excellence
Award competition is a great opportunity for companies to
showcase their innovative products, components and services to
the industry, and to the larger audience served by customers, users
and consumers. It gives the greater industry a wonderful
opportunity to see just how innovative, creative and vibrant we
are, as brush makers.”
Entries for the 2021 award were accepted until November 30.

Visit: www.abma.org/innovationexcellenceaward for more
information, rules and nomination forms. 
As far as the 2021 virtual ABMA Annual Convention is

concerned, work continues, according to Parr. 
“We hope to have additional information announced in early

January 2021. To keep abreast of future announcements, visit
abma.org/abma-annual-convention,” Parr said. “By making this
decision, we are giving our members a safe alternative to an in-
person meeting, while allowing association work to continue.”
Parr added that ABMA has many new features and benefits to

improve association outreach, including: the ABMA Emerging
Leaders Program (abma.org/abmaemergingleaders); Industry
COVID surveys and information (abma.org/COVID-19); ABMA
Educational Institute webinars (abma.org/abmaeducational-
institute); and Economic Indicator monthly reports
(abma.org/news/abma112520).

ANNUAL CONVENTION
TO GO VIRTUAL 
IN MARCH104th
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Bart Pelton Presents
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The world certainly has changed over the past 12 months. With the global COVID-19 pandemic,
subsequent business lookdowns and economic recessions, and a U.S. presidential election taking 
place all in one year — 2020 will certainly not be forgotten. The question now is, what about 2021? 

In his annual presentation on global monetary exchange rates and commodity market trends — 
this year presented virtually — Bart Pelton, of PelRay International, in San Antonio, TX, a division 
of Brush Fibers, in Arcola, IL, said when it comes to the size of the U.S. economic recovery in 2021, 
he believes a lot depends on the availability and successful distribution of a vaccine, as well as 

actions taken by the U.S. federal government, including the Federal Reserve.

Pelton traditionally gives his presentation during the annual National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting.
Held each November, this year’s meeting was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore,

Pelton provided his presentation virtually to Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine. 

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor



     
   

  
“Coronavirus started spreading in the
United States in February, which is when
the U.S. stock market started to fall. By
March, lockdowns began in an effort to
control the virus, throwing the U.S.
economy in a tailspin. Eventually, the
lockdowns were eased and the economy
started recovering, due in part, to a massive
stimulus package passed by the U.S.
Congress,” Pelton said. “In late 2020, the
U.S. general election took place, with a
new president (Joe Biden) being elected.
“We will have a new president, but he

didn’t have very long coattails as far as the
overall election was concerned. That may
lead to less congressional legislation being
passed in the near future, and what is
passed could be more bipartisan in nature.
U.S. trade policies toward other countries
could also be more predictable moving
forward with the new president, helping
cool off trade wars.
“Meanwhile, I expect the Federal

Reserves’ commitment to keeping interest
rates low, for the benefit of government
financing and the U.S. housing market, will
continue. However, that could lead to too
much of a good thing, causing inflation to
heat up toward the end of 2021. I’m
already seeing price increases from
suppliers in our industry.”

The exchange rates and commodities
that Pelton discusses often influence raw
materials used by broom, mop, brush and
related industries. By tracking changes,
Pelton said, a business can better ascertain
what future pricing likely will be
concerning a component or product. 
Pelton presented charts that detailed

activities during 2020 of the following
foreign currencies: the European euro,
Mexican peso, Canadian dollar, Brazilian
real, Indian rupee, Chinese yuan and South
African rand. Those are currencies from
countries where many imported raw
materials originate, and can impact the
production of American-made mops,
brooms, brushes and other cleaning wares. 
“When the U.S. dollar is strong, that makes

it a lot cheaper for (domestic companies) to

buy raw materials from abroad, but it also
makes it easier for foreign competitors to
enter our marketplace,” Pelton said. “When
the U.S. dollar is weaker, many foreign
companies are buying U.S. raw materials,
driving up our material costs. It’s always a
two-way street.”
He noted that most of the highlighted

currency charts for 2020 show a large dip
taking place from February through April,
as many markets plummeted during the
early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The currencies showcased by Pelton are:
n European Euro: Pelton noted that the

mop, broom and brush industries
traditionally import a lot of material from
Europe. That includes metal handles and
plastic fiber from Italy, and brush making
equipment from various European
countries. A declining euro can bring down
the cost of some of those items from
Europe. It also can make U.S. products
more expensive to purchase for Europeans.
“The euro has been strengthening

throughout most of 2020 against the U.S.
dollar,” Pelton said. “A year ago
(November 2019), one euro was equal to
$1.10 (U.S. dollars). A year later, one euro
is around $1.20 (U.S. dollars).” 

nMexican Peso:A lot of brooms, broom
corn, mop yarn, metal handles, tampico

fiber and other products, used by the U.S.
broom, mop and brush industries, are
imported from Mexico. Consequently, the
Mexican peso/U.S. dollar exchange rate can
have a big impact on what U.S. companies
pay for products arriving from Mexico. 
“At the beginning of this year (2020), the

peso was gradually strengthening against
the U.S. dollar, probably to its strongest
level since President Trump was elected in
2016. Then, the markets reacted to the
coronavirus scare, and the peso quickly
experienced a devaluation of over 20
percent,” Pelton said. “As the (U.S.)
economy started recovering over the
course of this year, the peso gradually
strengthened, with a few ups and downs
along the way. The value of today’s peso is
currently not far from where it was one
year ago, prior to the pandemic.”

n Canadian Dollar: One of the largest
trading partners of the United States is
Canada. Therefore, many U.S. companies
involved in the broom, mop and brush
trade conduct business “north of the
border.” It involves both imports and
exports. For that reason, the value of the
Canadian dollar is very important
pertaining to cross-border trade. 
“The Canadian dollar was fairly stable

one year ago, at a range between the high
$1.20s to $1.35, compared to one U.S.
dollar. Then the pandemic hit,” Pelton said.
“Now (as of late November 2020), the
value of the Canadian dollar versus the
U.S. dollar is back to where it was at the
beginning of the year.”

n Brazilian Real: From Brazil, many
broom and mop companies import wooden
handles, primarily tauri hardwood and pine
softwood.
“The value of the real impacts

producers’ costs, and eventually can filter
down to what (U.S. companies) pay for
handles,” Pelton said. “This currency
started (2020) around 4 reals to 1 U.S.
dollar, and then weakened as Brazil was hit
pretty hard by COVID-19. The real rallied
a bit at mid-year against the U.S. dollar,
and has gradually weakened ever since.”
He noted a weaker real takes cost

pressures off Brazilian imports. 
“That is starting to change, however, as

lumber prices are increasing in U.S.
dollars,” Pelton added. 

n Indian Rupee: From India comes
palmyra fiber, used in brush production,
and mop yarn. 
“Just like many 2020 currency charts I

have shown, the rupee weakened (against

“I expect the Federal Reserves’ commitment to keeping interest rates
low, for the benefit of government financing and the U.S. housing

market, will continue. However, that could lead to too much of a good
thing, causing inflation to heat up toward the end of 2021.” 

Bart Pelton
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the U.S. dollar) during the pandemic, and then started to strengthen,”
Pelton said. “Overall, the rupee is not quite as strong as prior to the
pandemic, but its current weakening is not as dramatic.”

n Chinese Yuan: Pelton said he is most surprised over the yearly
activity of the yuan in 2020. 
“The value of the yuan against the U.S. dollar did weaken some (when

the pandemic first hit the United States), but not nearly as much as the
other currencies,” he said. “Of course, the Chinese government keeps a
close watch on the exchange rate, and has fairly tight control over the
currency. From mid-July to November 2020, the yuan has experienced a
dramatic strengthening. It’s as strong as the Chinese currency has been,
against the U.S. dollar, for several years. That is making Chinese imports
more expensive. There are also tariffs placed on a lot of Chinese imports,
as well as an increase in ocean freight rates. 
“In some cases, Chinese suppliers have cut prices to remain more

competitive in the North American marketplace, despite the current
exchange rate between the two currencies.”

n South African Rand: From South Africa and nearby Lesotho comes
African grass, which is often used by broom manufacturers in Mexico as a
substitute for broom corn hurl, during the production of natural fiber brooms. 
According to Pelton, imports of African grass help keep broom prices

from rising when Mexican broom corn crops are small, which has been
the case over the past couple of years. 
“Like many of the other currencies we have seen, the rand weakened

dramatically earlier in the year during the start of the pandemic, and then
stabilized,” Pelton said. “One of South Africa’s most well known exports
is gold. When gold prices are doing well, this currency tends to be
stronger, and gold prices are fairly high right now.”
Other monetary-related charts that Pelton showcased are:
n Bitcoin: Pelton showcased the six-year activity chart of the

cryptocurrency Bitcoin. He noted Bitcoin’s value has greatly fluctuated
over this time, stating the chart resembles the outline of several Eiffel
Towers placed next to one another. 
“Bitcoin’s value has gone from a few hundred dollars all the way to

$20,000 in 2018. Then, it weakened to around $3,000, but has since
soared again,” Pelton said. “It’s a wild chart.” 

n Dow Jones Industrial Average: Pelton explained that the U.S. stock
market is often viewed as a proxy on how the U.S. economy is doing.
Typically, if the stock market is doing well, the economy will follow. If
the stock market is doing poorly, the economy may be in trouble. 
He noted the 2020 chart of the Dow Jones Industrial Average shows the

full extent of the stock market crash in March, even before lockdowns
were imposed.
“The stock market started to fall before a lot of people realized how

much trouble we were in. At the bottom of the fall, the Federal Reserve
stepped in and the U.S. government passed a massive stimulus package.
That helped foster a recovery,” Pelton said. “The stock market took a wild
ride in 2020, but as the (Dow Jones) chart shows, its current level

“When the U.S. dollar is strong, that makes it a 
lot cheaper for (domestic companies) to buy raw 
materials from abroad, but it also makes it easier 
for foreign competitors to enter our marketplace. 

When the U.S. dollar is weaker, many foreign 
companies are buying U.S. raw materials, driving 

up our material costs. It’s always a two-way street.”
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(November) is about at the same point as
when the year started.”

n Money Supply: “This is something I
think bears watching. The recent fiscal
stimulus activity — involving government
spending, bailouts and extra unemployment
benefits — were paid with borrowed money.
The current money supply is 23 percent
higher than it was one year ago. All that extra
money could show up in higher prices,”
Pelton said. “The question is, will our
government, including the Federal Reserve,
have the discipline to take some of that
money off the table before we start

experiencing high rates of inflation? Also, if
the money is taken off the table too fast, a
recession could follow.” 

n Federal Reserve Balance Sheet: As
Pelton showed in a chart highlighting the
Federal Reserve balance sheet between 2016
and 2020, stability was the norm at the Fed
for most of that time period. However, the
Federal Reserve greatly expanded its
balance sheet this year: from $4.2 trillion on
February 26, 2020 to $7 trillion on July 1,
2020, an increase of $2.9 trillion. 
“It was during this time, the Federal

Reserve bought government debt in

relation to the stimulus packages,” he said.
“This was kind of corollary to the increase
in the money supply.” 
Also highlighted by Pelton was yearly

activity of the following commodities:
gold, crude oil, natural gas, cotton, lumber,
corn and copper.

n Gold: “Although our industry does not
use gold in its products, it’s good to follow
that commodity as it’s often considered an
indicator of future inflation,” Pelton said.
“Gold prices actually dropped when the
pandemic was taking hold in March, and
then quickly jumped to a record high of over
$2,000 an ounce. It has since retracted some
since that high mark. It will be interesting to
see if gold prices continue to decline or
flatten in 2021, or if the prospect of higher
inflation increases the price of gold.”

n Crude Oil: Following global crude oil
activity and prices can help companies
gauge future freight costs. Higher prices
for oil can lead to higher prices for
gasoline, diesel and ocean freight. 
“Crude oil prices dramatically dropped

when the pandemic struck,” he said.
“Prices collapsed to the point that they
briefly went to a negative on the futures
market, as storage space for oil became
scarce. Since then, crude oil prices have
recovered with the rest of the U.S.
economy.”

nNatural gas: “Natural gas prices are at
historic lows right now, benefiting many
manufacturers as natural gas is used to
produce electricity, and for feedstock when
manufacturing plastic,” Pelton said. “The
recent low prices for natural gas, however,
might be too much of a good thing, as
producers have started to cut production.
That, along with an improving economy,
has strengthened natural gas prices,
although I don’t think they will continue to
climb very high in the near future.” 

n Cotton: Pelton explained that cotton
mop yarn is made from cotton waste,
which is not directly related to the price
of cotton. However,  as cotton prices get
higher, a lot of textile mills start
recycling their waste, instead of selling it
to yarn producers. 
“The price of (U.S.) cotton was around

70 cents per pound in the early part of
2020, then the pandemic hit, driving the
price to approximately 50 cents per pound.
Since then, cotton prices have  recovered,”
Pelton said. “If cotton prices continue to
increase, it could put pressure on mop yarn
manufacturers to raise their prices.” 
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n Lumber: “Lumber prices can impact
the price of wooden handles. Of course,
wooden handles are not typically made from
prime lumber. Handle manufacturers often
compete with pallet producers and other
lower-end users of lumber,” Pelton said.
“Like many commodities, lumber prices fell
early in the year, due to the pandemic. At
that point, many sawmills and loggers cut
back production. By the time the market
started to recover, not only was production
still low, but many home improvement
stores started purchasing additional lumber.
That made the lumber market very tight.
“Lumber prices have been on a tear ever

since. At one time, lumber prices were
$300 per 1,000 board feet, and then rose to
$700 per 1,000 board feet. Prices are still
going up (as of early December). I have to
think prices will go down at some point.”
The good news, he added, is sawmills

and loggers are ramping production in
response to the higher prices.
“That should eventually put a cap on

lumber prices,” Pelton said. 
n Corn: “We don’t use corn in our

industry, but that commodity is viewed as a

proxy for overall agricultural prices,” he
explained. “Generally, if corn and sorghum
prices are high, those crops become more
attractive to farmers in Mexico, who would
otherwise grow more broom corn. If corn
prices are low, farmers are more likely to
grow more broom corn.”
Pelton’s chart showed that U.S. corn

prices have improved from the early days
of the pandemic. 

n Copper: Although not used much in
producing brooms, mops or brushes, the
price of copper is often used as a proxy for
general economic activity, as the material
can be found in many other industries. 
“Copper prices crashed earlier this year

with the pandemic, and since then have
taken off. If that continues, we could see an
increase in inflation,” Pelton said. 

BUSINESS OUTLOOK FOR 2021

P
elton highlighted several factors,
from a business standpoint, that he
said could positively or negatively
impact 2021.

“The hope is a vaccine for COVID-19

will become readily available as we go
through the year, easing the pain of the
pandemic. I have heard estimates that
there could be enough vaccine to
possibly inoculate 30 million Americans
per month. At that rate, with a U.S.
population of nearly 330 million, it will
take a while to vaccinate everyone in the
country,” Pelton said. “However, I would
think that by summer, with a vaccine
readily available, more people will feel
comfortable about going to restaurants
and traveling — activities most people
like to do. Such increase in activity
would obviously help many U.S.
businesses and industries.
“Overall, I think the U.S. economic

recovery will continue. As stated earlier, it
bears watching to see if the government
starts withdrawing liquidity from an
overheated economy. If not done properly,
the risk is higher for increased inflation or
a recession.” 

Pelton’s presentation can be viewed at:
https://youtu.be/rHRu4cTe4oE and

https://youtu.be/lrqIhq2LBLE.



Jones Family of Companies, Inc., a leader in sustainable
nonwovens products across a broad range of industries, has
announced the acquisition of Rontex America, LLC. 
This acquisition is the latest strategic initiative for the

Jones Family of Companies as it focuses on
strengthening its presence and capabilities in its core
nonwovens markets, including sleep products,
packaging, acoustics, building materials and floor
products, while expanding into other key engineered and
technical performance nonwovens sectors.
“Rontex’s expertise and experience in engineered

nonwovens will be a powerful addition to our family of
companies and bolster our aspirations to drive long-term growth,”
said CP Davis, president/CEO of the Jones Family of Companies.
"We are very proud to have Rontex join our family. Rontex has a
strong history and reputation for quality, customer service and
innovation. This move further enables Jones to deliver
comprehensive non-woven solutions designed to improve comfort,
protection, and sustainability.”
Rontex America will continue to operate out of its Amherst,

NH, facility, which will allow distribution of Jones products in the
Northeast region. As part of this initiative, Jones Vice President of
Technical Nonwovens Matt Buck has been named general
manager of Rontex America.
“I’m excited to lead a very talented and experienced Rontex team

and support Jones’ commitment to offering value-added products
focused on sustainability and innovation. The team is excited to join

the Jones family,” said Buck.
With business offices in Charlotte, NC, Richmond, VA,

and Humboldt, TN, and production facilities in
Morristown, TN, Humboldt, TN, and North Las Vegas, NV,
J  ones was founded in 1936 as a provider of sustainable yarn
solutions primarily for the floor care industry. 
Today, Jones Nonwovens' business includes

engineered non-woven products spanning multiple
markets such as sleep, furniture, cold chain and
protective packaging, acoustics, and floor care. 

Jones provides value-added services to clients such as
warehousing, packaging, and distribution. For more than 80 years,
Jones has continued to be dedicated to its original mission of
introducing new product innovations, responsible manufacturing, and
building strong customer and supplier relationships that leave a
lasting impression.
Rontex America, LLC, has been in operation since 1970,

manufacturing needled nonwoven textiles for a variety of end-
uses and industries, including automotive, recreational vehicles,
marine, as well as custom-order technical materials for filtration,
flame resistance, or whatever a customer needs. Rontex also
produces decorative nonwovens for home use.
For more information, visit jonesyarn.com.

Jones Expands Technical Performance/Engineered Nonwovens Capabilities 

Rontex America Joins Jones Family Of Companies 
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Who would have thought 10 years ago that natural
products would become so popular, that the topic of
sustainability would find its way into all conceivable areas,
and as a result, that wooden items would be so popular and
in demand again.
Originally, starting with woodworking machines, Daniel

Koehler, owner of WOMA Wood Machinery and
WOMAtec Maschinenbau GmbH, quickly realized that
he couldn’t really succeed with his woodturning machines. 

“Turned stair sticks were simply out. In the same way,
kitchen utensils and wooden toys were only interesting for a
relatively small target group, compared to the modern and
comparatively inexpensive mass-produced articles made of
plastic,” he said. 
But now the tide is turning again. 
“There is a clear trend toward more wood processing,”

Koehler said. “You can feel this not only in the construction
industry, but also in the household, personal care, decoration
and toy sectors. The (beech) wood is a renewable and
completely biodegradable raw material, which meets all the
requirements of an ecological, sustainable product. And,

today’s customers are again prepared to spend more money
on such a product. But, it should also be of high quality and
trendy — and must be available in correspondingly large
quantities. This is exactly where the newly developed wood
copy shapers from WOMAtec come into play.”
First, WOMAtec reconditions older Hempel and

Boucherie machines, according to Koehler. The
hydraulically- and pneumatically-controlled machines are
30 to 40 years of age. They do not achieve the necessary

capacity, flexibility and accuracy — even with
an overhaul — to meet today’s market
requirements. WOMAtec brought proven
technology up-to-date, and developed the
world’s only CNC control for a copy-shaping
machine with turntable.
Thanks to CNC control, there are almost no

limits to design freedom, and models can be
changed quickly. The production of small series
can be realized just as efficiently as that of mass-
produced items, such as those with wooden
toothbrushes. The WOMAtec machine is also
perfectly suitable for these filigree articles, as CNC
control guarantees the highest repeat of accuracy
and precision of the travel paths. 
The used machines, with which WOMA has

been trading internationally for 12 years, are still
in demand. 
“What is more sustainable than a used

machine that has been given a second life? You
can’t save more on resources,” Koehler said,
regarding his company’s machine retrofits. 

Depending on the requirements of specific customers, the
machines are dismantled to the last screw, overhauled and
equipped with new pneumatics and electronics. The
Beckhoff-based WOMAtec CNC control is operated via a
comfortable touch panel, during which user-friendliness and
practicality are in the foreground of importance during
development. Part of the WOMA concept is to also enable
customers to have long-term spare parts availability, through
the use of standard parts. 
“We do overhaul customers’ machines or used machines

from our inventory,” Koehler said. 
WOMA’s warehouse includes approximately 100 used

FROM UNDERDOG TO TRENDSETTER
With Wood Copy Shapers And 

CNC Retrofits, WOMA Is Up-To-Date

The New WOMAtec Copying Sharpener “ROTARY 2.0 CNC.”



machines and tools for the woodworking
and brush industries. Almost all of the work
required for retrofits and new machine
construction is carried out in the company’s
workshop — from welding and painting to
parts production and switch cabinet
construction. 
“We only send out parts for the purpose

of refinement, such as powder coating or
hardening,” Koehler said. “Our software
development also takes place in-house,
which allows us to be extremely flexible
while closely working with our customers.”
In addition to sustainability, brush

production automation remains a major
topic when customers inquire about
WOMA’s capabilities. In response to their
inquiries, a wide variety of solutions —
such as handling systems and robot
technology — have been implemented by
the company in recent years. 
Despite the coronavirus crisis, Koehler is optimistic about

the future. 
“We have now found our place in the brush industry, and

are concentrating on customer-specific projects that cannot
be served by the standard range of major machine

suppliers,” Koehler said. “Many of our customers also
appreciate WOMA’s proximity and flexibility, which we
want to maintain through flat structures, no bureaucracy and
a strong team spirit.” 

Visit woma-brush.com and womatec.com 
for more information. 

Daniel Koehler demonstrates WOMAtec’s CNC controls. 
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Healthy brush, mop and broom production depends on
the availability and stable pricing of various raw
materials. Representatives from two companies in

the industry recently reported on issues that are influencing
the raw material marketplace. 
Stainless Steel Products (SSP), of Deer Park, NY,

(www.stainlesswires.com) is a wire, strip and tubing
manufacturer, importer and distributor serving different
industries. That includes customers involved in the
production of brushes, brooms and mops.
“(SSP) currently draws round wire, and has several rolling

mills used for making flat wire. We also make our own
machinery for manu-
facturing specialty app -
lications, such as
crimping and bunching,”
SSP President Ralph
Rosenbaum said. “We
like to solve technical
problems for customers
as it creates a unique
relationship experience.
“Our value-added prod-

ucts include crimp ed
wire; straight spooled
and straight cut wire and
strip; round and flat

wire; light wire forming; specialty packaging; and a kan-ban
system for just-in-time deliveries.”  
Among the raw materials SSP utilizes are various stainless

steel wire and strip alloys, as well as brass and copper-based
alloys. Also included are nickel silver and phosphor bronze
material, which Rosenbaum said are common in the brush
industry.

“Most of the raw materials we use for the brush, broom
and mop industries come from the United States and
India,” Rosenbaum said. “Those raw materials are
currently plentiful. Fortunately, we had raw material
orders in place before the pandemic became an economic
issue in the United States and India, so our supply of wire,
strip and tubing have not been disrupted. We currently do
not see any issues with receiving the raw materials needed
by our company.”
He noted the market drivers for many of the raw materials

that SSP uses are nickel and copper prices.  
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By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

“We like to solve technical problems 
for customers as it creates a unique

relationship experience.”

- Ralph Rosenbaum

Ralph Rosenbaum
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“Those prices substantially dropped in March 2020
leading into the pandemic. However, since then, prices have
rebounded. Currently, the prices are at the same level as
when the pandemic first became a problem in China
(November 2019),” Rosenbaum said. “We believe those
prices will remain at, or slightly above, that level throughout
2021 as COVID-19 vaccinations become available, and as
the economy rebounds accordingly.” 
According to Rosenbaum, SSP representatives are able to

engineer the company’s raw materials to meet specific

levels of fatigue resistance, including those levels desired
the most by brush makers.  
“I believe our true value as a company, however, is

servicing customers in a variety of ways, and building
great relationships,” he said. “We are focusing more
attention today on improving our convenience of sale
through the internet. That includes helping customers
find, and purchase, products from SSP through increased
online capabilities.”
As of the middle of November, Rosenbaum reported that

his company’s sales across most of the industries SSP serves
have been lower, compared to pre-pandemic levels. 
“On the positive side, we have increased our capacity

by adding more machinery, and have a higher level of
online presence. Those are all good things for when the
economy picks up,” he said. “At SSP, we believe
December and January will still be difficult months for
the overall economy, as the pandemic reaches its peak.
We continue to hope for the best, and prepare for a
dragged-out scenario in terms of lower economic
activity and sales. 
“Despite that, it’s important people keep their heads up.

There will be brighter days in 2021.”

Synthetic filament
is another key
ingredient in the

production of many
types of brushes and
other products. Filament
comes from different
raw material sources and
features various sizes,
colors and character-
istics. Due to the import-
ance of filament, de-
mand often remains quite
high throughout many
regions of the world.
Supplying filament

products specifically tailored to each customer’s needs has
been a long-standing objective at Filkemp (www.filkemp.com),
a producer of nylon-based abrasive brush filaments as well as
filaments used in other industries. 
“As an independent company, Filkemp was founded in

1998, although our factory has been producing mono-
filaments in Portugal since the 1970s as a business unit of
Hoechst Portugal,” Filkemp Chief Technical Officer in
Production and R&D Sofia Teles said. “When Hoechst
decided over 20 years ago to spin off all non-core businesses
to focus only on life sciences, Filkemp became a family-
owned company. The following years have proven very
successful, as the company has entered new and exciting
business areas. That includes producing different filaments for
abrasive brushes, paper machine clothing and filtration
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“Currently, (nickel and copper) prices 
are at the same level as when the 

pandemic first became a problem in 
China (November 2019). We believe those
prices will remain at, or slightly above, 
that level throughout 2021 as COVID-19
vaccinations become available, and 

as the economy rebounds accordingly.” 

- Ralph Rosenbaum

Sofia Teles



fabrics, sport and commercial fishing items, mooring
cables and ropes, tennis racket strings, products for
agriculture and 3D printing.
“Filkemp works with some of the best raw material

suppliers in the world, allowing
the company to supply high
quality filaments. For abrasive
fila-ments, Filkemp offers PA6,
PA6.10 and PA6.12 options,
along with some customized
specialty filaments.”
Due to the ongoing corona-

virus pandemic, Teles stated
that many regions of the world
continue to face slow econo-
mic times. Despite such chall-
enges, she added the avail-
ability of many raw materials
used by filament producers
remains plentiful.
“As the global economy gradually recovers, some of

those raw materials are going back to their usual
availability levels,” she said. “As far as raw material
prices are concerned, even during this pandemic,
pricing has followed the demand/supply rule. During
the past few months, generally speaking, raw material

prices have slowly been reduced, and are now showing
a tendency for stabilization. 
“The economic slowdown felt by many people and

companies throughout much of the world, due to the
pandemic, has left its mark on
our own daily business
activity. Especially hard hit
have been Filkemp’s business
units linked to fishing, sports
and the automotive industry.
That is a consequence of strict
lockdowns, which started
during the spring of 2020. The
following autumn finally
brought some significant signs
of recovery.”
Although optimism for

vaccine development and
distribution improves heading
into 2021, Teles said it’s hard to

predict in December — as the global pandemic continues —
what to expect for the first half of 2021.
“With the rising number of current COVID-19 cases,

and new lockdowns in place, the saying ‘hope for the
best, but expect the worst’ is of major significance,”
she added. 
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“As the global economy gradually 
recovers, some raw materials are 

going back to usual availability levels. 
As far as raw material prices 

are concerned, even during this 
pandemic, pricing has followed the

demand/supply rule.”

- Sofia Teles
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According to Tim Mona-
han, a longtime broom corn
dealer representing The
Thomas Monahan Company
and Brush Fibers, Inc., both
of Arcola, this year’s “local”
crop was grown in two plots.
One was located by Arcola,
with the other plot near
Hidalgo, IL, approximately 37
miles to the south. 
“Part of the broom corn

grown this year came from
experimental seed developed
at the University of Illinois.
Decorative broom corn seed (from Dr. Sam Moyer, of Jersey Jerry
Broomsquire, Mt. Laurel, NJ), was also used,” Monahan said.
“Broom corn yields (from the two plots) were good. We usually
grow the broom corn for display purposes, but the festival could
not take place this year. Therefore, we had it harvested for
customers, such as craft broom makers.”
Arcola farmer Darrel Thompson and Hidalgo farmer John

Spangle grew the broom corn as a hobby, according to Monahan.
The two men are also traditionally involved in demonstrating the
seeding process of broom corn at the festival’s broom tent, with
the seeder belonging to Spangle. 
“Broom corn is not only grown for the festival, it’s put on

display in the tent for the benefit of visitors. Demonstrations on
seeding and broom making are also provided,” Monahan said. 
Although visitors will have to wait until September 2021 for the

next Arcola Broom Corn Festival, another longtime broom corn
dealer, Bart Pelton, of PelRay International/Caddy Supply,
located in San Antonio, TX (both divisions of Brush Fibers),

will be receiving the Illinois
broom corn grown this year,
and is looking forward to
offering it to his craft broom
customers. 
“Typically, the broom corn

sold by Caddy Supply to
crafters is grown in Mexico.
I’m sure many of them will be
happy to tell their customers
that they now have broom corn
grown in the United States.
The quality of the broom corn
should be good. There won’t
be a whole lot of it, but it will

be available on a first come basis, listed on the Caddy Supply
website (caddysupply.com),” Pelton said. “Broom crafters are very
particular about the quality of material they use when making
brooms, including the stalks. Because of that, we have changed the
way our broom corn is shipped to craft broom makers, placing the
broom corn on its side to better protect the stalks.”
Pelton noted that some of the colorful decorative broom corn

grown in Illinois this year may be sold to florists, who often use
the material in floral designs. Meanwhile, the more traditional
broom corn will be sold to a wide variety of broom crafters,
located in different areas of the United States. 
“The number of broom crafters is larger than many people

realize. Some might make a few dozen brooms per year. For
others, broom making is their livelihood,” he said. “In addition to
individual crafters, there are many exhibits throughout the country
where brooms are made by hand for demonstration purposes. That
includes living history museums, pioneer villages and festivals,
such as found in Arcola.”

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

Illinois Broom Corn Finds New
Home With Craft Broom Makers

Bart Pelton

Top photo: traditional broom corn, 
Bottom photo: decorative broom corn 

Tim Monahan

Central Illinois is home to some of the most productive, flat, fertile and coveted farm
ground in the world. Thanks to rich black soil and plenty of precipitation, acre upon
acre of mostly corn and soybean fields can be seen during the growing season across

the middle of the state.
A century ago, broom corn was also grown in certain parts of Central Illinois,

particularly around Arcola, IL, known as the “Broom Corn Capital of The World.” A
common sight in downtown Arcola was teams of horses, pulling wagonloads of freshly
harvested broom corn, to be processed. Those days are long gone, as most broom corn is
now grown in Mexico. 
That is not to say small patches of broom corn can’t still be found in Central Illinois.

You just have to know where to look. In fact, every year a small crop is produced  in the
Arcola area in preparation of the annual Arcola Broom Corn Festival, held each
September. Unfortunately, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the festival did not take place
in 2020. However, broom corn was still harvested, and will soon be available for sale,
with its target audience being U.S. broom crafters. 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has fully or
partially shut down many North
American away-from-home venues
in 2020, with the action serving as a
preventive measure against the virus.
It has involved sports arenas,
convention centers, bars and

restaurants, educational facilities and other locations
where large groups of people typically gather, and
where there is traditionally high demand for cleaning
supplies, equipment and expertise. 
Company leaders involved in the cleaning industry are

looking forward to getting back that business when such
facilities do open to full capacity. Therefore, the
industry’s main question today is: What steps should
cleaning professionals, such as manufacturers of
brushes, mops, brooms, squeegees and related items,
take right now — during the pandemic — to make sure
they are ready to fulfill customer needs once the
shutdowns subside and demand picks up?
According to sales expert Jim Pancero, of Jim Pancero

Inc. (www.pancero.com and pancero.com/virus) during a
recent presentation — now is the time to act. 

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

TIME IS RIGTIME IS RIGHTHT
To Prepare For Business In To Prepare For Business In 

Post COVID-19 WorldPost COVID-19 World

Jim Pancero Shares Advice:

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor



“Things are changing. The shock and awe of what has
happened (pertaining to the pandemic) has passed, for most
business people. There have not been a lot of real surprises
over the past couple of months, especially compared to
March and April,” Pancero said. “I remember that by the
end of March, every day seemed to hold a redefinition of
business, due to constant new information. Everything was
changing so fast, and nobody knew where things were
heading. Well, we have been in this situation (with the
pandemic) for at least 10 months, and there is a pretty clear
path ahead. Major change will take place as soon as a
vaccine can be distributed.
“For business people, I believe the time is right when it

comes to being proactive and moving your company
forward. Now is the time for outreach, communicating,
redefining your message and improving skills. 
“The main question is, when will your company be ready

for such improvements?”

ARE THINGS ABOUT 
TO HEAT UP IN YOUR AREA?

As a professional speaker, Pancero is accustomed to
traveling to various conven-
tions, speaking and training

engagements. Pancero estimated that in
2019, he traveled to over 50 cities for
work-related projects. In 2020, due to
the pandemic, that number was
greatly reduced as in-person events
were cancelled.
“As a consultant, I do a lot of coaching and training for a

variety of industries. What is interesting is how different
industries have been impacted by this pandemic, in
profoundly different ways,” Pancero said. “Along with how
various industries are dealing with COVID-19, the other
thing I am hearing is how things are starting to open up.
Currently, I am not being asked to travel on-site to give
speeches, but I do know a lot of people are starting to talk
about holding in-person meetings. That may be in
anticipation of a vaccine becoming available, but the point
is, I am seeing more people starting to prepare for when
things return to a greater sense of normalcy. 
“If that is the case, I have to ask, ‘When are you going to

put full power back into your company’s selling efforts?’ I
believe right now is the time to take action.”
Pancero noted that there are professional business people

who tend to be more reactive during times of uncertainty. It is
during such times, they only ramp up their company’s selling
efforts when they hear that customers are starting to buy. 

“e problem is, a lot of people wait for
a second wave of increased buying to take
place, instead of immediately starting the
selling process,” Pancero said. “If, indeed, you see
business will be stronger next year, with more facilities

opening up, now is the time to start working on the selling
process. Begin that dialogue with customers now. It’s also
time to increase your company’s communicative efforts and
differentiate its competitive edge.”
Pancero stressed the importance of improving a

company’s message of “value” and “uniqueness.” Those
are two areas of business that should be well established
once activity improves. 
“Often, a potential customer will ask, ‘Based on all the

available options in your area, why would I want to choose
you?’ Unfortunately, the seller usually provides the same
generic answers that every company gives, which can
decrease the company’s effectiveness,” Pancero said. “It’s
much better to work on your company’s messaging
beforehand. That includes properly communicating to
current, and potential, customers as to why your company is
truly the best choice.”
Pancero recommended that each company have

representatives come together and list what makes their
specific business genuinely unique. When doing so, it’s
important to not rely on overused answers that many
companies provide, such as: high-quality products, strong
levels of support, competitive pricing and, “you get me!”

“It’s also important to list your toughest competitors and
what their answers may be. If those answers are the same as
yours, the customer is probably going to buy based on
lowest price or the lowest perceived price. Obviously, that is
to be avoided,” Pancero said. “It’s important that your
company’s message shows true ‘differentiation.’ Often,
salespeople provide the same responses to inquiries about
differentiation from customers. The problem is, those same
customers start to think, ‘Well, I guess there is no difference
between those competitors in the market, so I might as well
take the cheapest price.’” 
Pancero has also observed that in certain industries, there

are buyers who now expect lower prices due to the COVID-
19 pandemic, believing demand has dropped for many
products and/or services. 
“On the flip side, many sellers are not planning to cut their

prices, causing a dislodgement in different marketplaces,”
he said. “In response, it’s becoming even more essential to
properly communicate your company’s true uniqueness.”
Pancero suggests incorporating “Four Core Values” in

the selling process. 
“In a competitive environment, one of the ways you can

gain an edge is to prove to a customer that your company is
the lower risk choice. If your company has been around the
longest, or has the strongest name brand — those are all risk
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“In a competitive environment, one of the ways
you can gain an edge is to prove to a customer
that your company is the lower risk choice.”



reducers. That message needs to be delivered to the buyer,”
Pancero said. “e second reason many sellers
are successful in a competitive environ-
ment is that they are able to make a
customer’s life or work easier. It also helps
if you can increase a customer’s profit-
ability and/or lower their total costs.
Finally, if you, as the seller, can do more than anybody to
help the buyer increase his/her own competitive
advantage in the marketplace, that is the fourth core value.
Those ‘Four Core Values’ can provide a strong message in
the selling process.”

INCLUDE ‘SAFE SUPPORT’ 
IN YOUR VALUE MESSAGE

For obvious reasons, focusing on “safety”
and “security” is important when
working with many current and

potential customers in today’s COVID-19
world. That can come in the form of “safe support”
during a seller’s value message. 
“I’m seeing that grow in importance across all selling

platforms. It used to be the whole selling focus was on
‘products’ and  ‘services.’ However, more buyers are having
conversations about how a company can ‘take care of them,’
while also lowering risks,” Pancero said. 
As a provider of cleaning-related products, he added that

many manufacturers and suppliers are in a good position to
offer a strong level of safety and security, as more facilities
open. That message, therefore, must be properly delivered. 

“I’m sure that is automatically being done. The point is, it
needs to be proactive and a consistent component of your
message,” Pancero said. “That is how you (as a manufacturer
and/or supplier) can become more valuable. It’s also a
great time to interview your customers and
ask, ‘Because of this un-ique situation we
are all in (with COVID-19), what would
you like us to do more of, and how can we
become a better partner?’”
Pancero also discussed the importance of using

“future positive” language and actions
when working with current and potential
clients. Such language, for example,
should focus on “when,” rather than “if.” 

IF YOU HAVEN’T ALREADY —
CALL EVERYONE

The COVID-19 pandemic is still a major problem for
those in charge of away-from-home facilities, but
life will eventually return to normal. As American

author David McCullough has said, “History is a guide to
navigation in perilous times.” For example, the global 1918
flu pandemic (which lasted into 1920 and killed millions of
people) was followed by the Roaring Twenties — a period
of great economic prosperity.
“Now is the time for action,” Pancero said. “Pick up the

phone and call people. It’s ‘dialing for dollars’ time.”
He added that not only are phone calls important when

reaching out, but also texts and emails. 
“I would first contact all buyers who

cancelled orders in 2020 to see if they
would be interested in rescheduling
those orders. I would then contact any
known upcoming event buyers,” Pancero
said. “Third-ly, I would start contacting
past clients. Call and ask, ‘What do you have coming up
and how can we help?’ You do this because you are a proven
supplier to those people.

“And finally, reach out to new prospects.
For most businesses, the four th point is the weakest.”
Due to the pandemic, he explained, a “reactive selling mode” is

“It used to be the whole selling
focus was on ‘products’ and

‘services.’ However, more buyers
are having conversations about

how a company can ‘take care of
them,’ while also lowering risks.” 
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in place at many companies, making it harder for them to
reach new prospects. That can lead to greater stagnation in
various markets. In order to counter the trend, Pancero
outlined several suggested introductory calling scripts for
sellers to use, when reaching out to current and potential
clients. They are: 

n We’re looking forward to 2021 and hopefully being of
help to you and your group;

n What are you working on for 2021?;
n How can we help?;
n How can we provide you with more flexibility to lower

at least some of your risks?; and,
n When would you like me to follow up, so we can

continue helping you with next year’s plans?
“Those are just some scripts to start a conversation. The

last line, frankly, is the most critical. If I’m calling
somebody and trying to develop a connection, I want to
have that connection continue. e final step of any
sales call is not to close, but to set up your
next contact with that person in order to
maintain connectivity,” Pancero said.
“Part of selling is having a process in
place, and part of that process is actually
having a script, outlining the things you
want to say while connecting with a
current or potential client.” 
For larger businesses with an extensive sales team,

Pancero recommended company owners and/or senior
managers take the initiative to call on their company’s top
20 most important past clients — not as actual sales calls but
to build relationships and conduct research. The practice
opens the door for important business-related questions to
be asked and answered. 
Such questions could be: 
nYour business is important to me and our team. What do

you see 2021 is going to look like for your company?;
n What will be your greatest challenges next year?;
n What can we be doing to become a stronger partner,

helping you achieve a more successful 2021?; and,
nWhen (and how often) would you like us to be checking

in with you, and your team, to see how we can help? 
“Notice that the last question is still a followup inquiry,”

Pancero said. 

MORE KEYS TO A 
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 

& INCREASED SALES 

Just as life in general, a lot about the selling process has
changed in 2020, including how people in business
connect and communicate. What hasn’t changed,

according to Pancero, is a company’s need to exhibit a
strong message of uniqueness, and to take greater control
over the selling process steps.
There is, however, a major revision taking place today

when it comes to selling, as Pancero explained. 
“Prior to COVID-19, the average sales call was

approximately 30 to 60 minutes. What the pandemic has
done is intensify and make shorter the sales process,”
Pancero said. “With a shorter sales process, it is critical for
the seller to have better control over his/her message, or the
call is not going to be as productive. That is why
understanding the tools and structures of selling has become
so critical.”

He noted there are people who sell for a living who have
had very little formal sales training. Help is available. 
“They may own a business and/or run it, but still have

not been trained to sell,” Pancero said. “In today’s
environment, it’s all about having a stronger message,
using proper selling tools and finding active coaching,
when needed.”
Pancero shared other words of advice. He said with so much

change, business owners/managers shouldn’t assume their
employees are going to figure everything out all on their own.
They need to be properly taught, shown, coached and led.

He added that after nearly a year of full and partial
shutdowns, people are “craving for community.” 
“It’s interesting, when talking with my peers in the

public speaking business, everybody is trying to predict
when the magic month will be for things to open up. Most
feel it will take place toward the end of the first quarter, or
during the second quarter, in 2021,” Pancero said. “We (in
public speaking) have a lot of clients who are planning on-
site meetings for the near future. They have backup plans
for virtual events in place, but their collective goal is to go
back to on-site events.”
Regardless of whether business is conducted virtually,

or begins to open for more on-site visits, Pancero advises
company owners and managers to be the first in line —
armed with a strong dialogue and selling process in place
— as they seek greater contact and relationships with
current and potential buyers. 
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“In today’s environment, it’s 
all about having a stronger

message, using proper selling
tools and finding active coaching,

when needed.”

“Now is the time for action. Pick
up the phone and call people. 
It’s ‘dialing for dollars’ time.”

    
  



Like 2020 itself, it was not business as usual during this
year’s ISSA Show North America. Originally scheduled
for Chicago, and then Las Vegas, the event was eventually

held virtually on November 16-19, due to the COVID-19
pandemic. 
Titled “The Virtual Experience,” the 2020 ISSA Show included

guest speakers, educational sessions, exhibitor participation, new
product gallery, the General Business Meeting and innovation
awards. The event traditionally includes many companies that
represent the brush, mop, broom, squeegee and related industries. 
This year’s show welcomed incoming ISSA President Steve

Lewis, who is also president of Golden Star Inc., of Overland
Park, KS. Lewis started his one-year ISSA presidency term during
the association’s virtual General Business Meeting, held on
November 19. 

“To say this year has been different is putting it mildly. First off,
I would like to offer my condolences for everyone who has lost a
loved one to the COVID-19 pandemic,” Lewis said, during the
virtual meeting. “With any major event like this pandemic, there
are negatives and there are positives. Rather than focus only on the
negatives, it’s important to embrace the positive changes that has
come as a result (of the pandemic.) One positive is that the
pandemic has forced the public to place a higher value on
cleaning. We need to build on that opportunity, making sure it
becomes the new normal. 
“I’m looking forward to 2021, and the opportunities that it will

bring to our (cleaning) industry.” 
Also speaking during the virtual ISSA General Business

Meeting was outgoing ISSA President Ken Bodie, who is
president & CEO at Kelsan, Inc. Bodie will now serve a one-year
term on the ISSA board as past president/international director. 
“Who could have known what was in store for us as I became

ISSA  president (in November 2019). There have been many
people who have told me they were sorry I had to serve as ISSA
president during the COVID-19 pandemic. Although I’m terribly
sorry the pandemic has caused a global crisis in terms of lives lost
and economies destroyed, I’m not disappointed that it struck
during my term,” Bodie said. “Like many, prior to COVID-19, I
felt our industry never received the respect it deserved. Over the
years when I shared with people that I sold toilet paper and
cleaning supplies for a living, most quickly changed the subject. I
also never felt custodians received the respect they deserved.
COVID-19 changed all of that overnight. Now, the cleaning
industry is first and foremost on many people’s minds. 
“We all want to feel safe at work and at home, and what better

way to feel safe than to use the best cleaning products and
methods, including disinfectants and sanitizers. Hand washing

is also at an all-time high. Just imagine the long-term effects on
our industry from the growing use of hand soaps, towels and
sanitizers.”
Bodie added that ISSA was fortunate in 2019, just prior to

the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, that it joined forces with
the Global Biorisk Advisory Council (GBAC), now a division
of ISSA. According to the association, GBAC helps
organizations and businesses prepare for, respond to and
recover from biological threats, biohazard situations and real-
time crises. Programs include education, training,
certification, response management and crisis consulting for
situations where environments require a much higher level of
cleaning, disinfection and restoration.
To date, Bodie said, 300-plus facilities have achieved the

GBAC STAR™ accreditation, with more than 3,500 facilities,
in 80-plus countries, committed to GBAC STAR™
participation. Additionally, more than 15,000 industry
professionals have enrolled in the GBAC Fundamentals online
course, titled “Cleaning & Disinfection Principles.”
“Being president of the ISSA board in 2020 has been — to

say the least — interesting, and truly an honor. I am the first
president to host a virtual board meeting and the first to host a
virtual trade show,” Bodie said. “People have asked me what I
have enjoyed the most about serving three different terms on
the ISSA board of directors. Without a doubt, I have enjoyed
most getting to know the people I have met along the way.
That includes past and current ISSA board members and past
ISSA presidents.” 
Also during the virtual General Business Meeting, ISSA

Executive Director John Barrett thanked Bodie and the entire
ISSA board of directors for what he described as “their courage
and creativity” in 2020. 

2020 ISSA Virtual Show 2020 ISSA Virtual Show 
North America OverviewNorth America Overview
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Steve Lewis, Golden Star Inc.
Incoming ISSA President
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“I can’t say enough how important their support was to the ISSA
staff and myself,” he said. “They showed no fear in facing what was
probably the greatest existential threat, as well as the single greatest
opportunity, our industry has ever experienced. Thanks to them, we
go into the future stronger than we have ever been.” 

PRO-LINK CEO HONORED WITH 
ISSA JACK D. RAMALEY INDUSTRY 
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

Afew days prior to this year’s virtual ISSA Show,  the
association’s 2020 Achievement Awards honorees were
announced. That included the Jack D. Ramaley Industry

Distinguished Service Award, which was presented to Brian
Slack, CEO of Pro-Link Inc.
“We are pleased to recognize professionals who have made

positive impacts in the cleaning industry,” Barrett said. “Brian
Slack has been a shining example of leadership and industry
expertise throughout his career.”
The Jack D. Ramaley Industry Distinguished Service Award

honors individuals with at least 10 years of industry experience
who have demonstrated outstanding service to the cleaning
industry through their innovation, professionalism, leadership,
elevation of industry standards, promotion of the association’s
growth and development, unselfish dedication without personal
gain, and emulation of the ISSA Code of Ethics.  
Ramaley, who died in 2018, was a longtime cleaning industry

professional and former ISSA executive director. The
association’s Industry Distinguished Service Award, which
Ramaley was honored with in 1977, was named after him in 1986. 
According to ISSA, throughout his 30-year career, Slack has

dedicated himself to the continual improvement of the cleaning
industry by championing training and helping customers
implement optimal cleaning practices. He also has rendered an
invaluable impact on ISSA, serving on the association’s Exhibitor
Committee from 2013 to 2017. 
Slack has worked in the cleaning industry since 1985, and at

Pro-Link since 2008. He was named CEO in 2014 and,
according to Pro-Link, has helped independent sanitary supply
distributors who comprise Pro-Link’s membership grow their
businesses and increase their capabilities. In return, that has
helped thousands of schools, health care organizations,
businesses and other organizations, across the United States,
keep their facilities clean, safe and healthy.
“I am honored to receive this award,” Slack said. “It is a

testament to all the people who helped me grow throughout
my career and taught me about the cleaning industry. That
includes the Pro-Link board and members who put their trust
in me to lead the company, and to all the outstanding
colleagues I have had the opportunity to lead at Pro-Link.
They work every day helping our members better serve their
communities. I can’t think of a better way to cap off my 35-
year career in the industry.”
Slack is retiring from Pro-Link at the end of this year, but is

staying involved in the business world. He will be coaching
CEOs and sitting on several boards.
“I first met Jack Ramaley at an ISSA golf outing in 1993. He

was one of the most sincere and energized people I have ever
known. His excitement about our industry knew no bounds,”
Slack said, during the virtual ISSA General Business Meeting,

when accepting the award. “While I was a young man, he helped
me feel great about being a part of this industry. I am honored to
receive this award named after him.
“I have also been lucky enough to work for, and to be mentored

by, many other great people in this industry. They shared with me
their experiences in life and in business. The list is long, and I’m
grateful for each person. The (cleaning) industry is an honest,
down-to-earth one that rewards hard work and energy. Certainly
for most of my working life, it has not been the sexiest industry to
be a part of — until now. It is, however, an industry that allowed
me to court and marry my wife. Together, we have raised a son
and a daughter, who are making their own way into the world, as
I enter retirement. 
“I have lived the American Dream, and the dream of my

parents for me, provided by this rock solid industry of sanitary
supplies. I have said for many years, that the honor of our
industry is that we are, in fact, the first line of defense as it
relates to public health and awareness. Recognizing that I have
been given so much, I have tried to repay what has been given
to me by others. If this award recognizes me for my leadership,
encouragement and support of others in my chosen industry,
than I, indeed, am a lucky man.” 
ISSA also honored Kyle Pickens, regional sales manager at

Home Depot Pro, with the association’s NextGen Rising Star
Award in Honor of Jimmy Core. The award recognizes emerging
leaders who are helping to change the way the world views
cleaning by making positive and innovative contributions to their
organizations, communities and the overall cleaning industry,
according to ISSA. 
Along with his career duties, it was announced at the virtual ISSA

General Business Meeting that Pickens recently completed
firefighters school and became an active member of his town’s
volunteer fire department. Pickens and his wife have also become
active members of an environmental cleanup program in New York. 
“I am thankful to be a part of an industry that I love and has

supported me over the years,” Pickens said. 

2020 REMINDS WORLD  
OF CLEANING INDUSTRY’S 

TRUE VALUE

The historic challenges of 2020 did not deter ISSA from
continued growth, according to Barrett, as he opened the ISSA
Show Virtual Experience Kickoff and Welcome Session on

November 16. He added that 2020 also reminded the world the true
value of the cleaning industry. Its benefits are not just for looks and
plesant smell — but more importantly — for health and safety. 
“Just like our members, who have had to show great resiliency

in their fight against the spread of COVID-19, ISSA has had to
find new ways to connect, to do business and to learn from
others during this ‘new normal,’” Barrett said. “2020 is the year
when we finally find the cleaning industry on the map, so to
speak, as the value of cleaning and disinfection has significantly
increased, due to the pandemic. We are witnessing a shift, where
the public no longer thinks about cleaning just for pretty and nice
smelling facilities, but rather disinfection and removal of
harmful pathogens. 
“It has never been more important for facilities to maintain clean,

safe and healthy environments. Our industry plays a critical role in
protecting public health. I’m really proud to be a part of the cleaning



industry, and I commend all of our members for the essential roles
they play as pubic health defenders and ambassadors.”
Barrett also spoke about the benefits of GBAC, led by the

organization’s Executive Director Patty Olinger. 
“I can’t think of a (type of) business that hasn’t embraced GBAC,

whether it’s a restaurant, beauty parlor, mall or hotel,” Barrett said.
“Events are also being certified, including the U.S. olympic triathlon
community, which has embraced GBAC protocols.”
During the General Business Meeting, Barrett added that ISSA

recently welcomed its 20th and 21st organization into the
association’s fold. The two additions are the Ontario Healthcare
Housekeepers Association (OHHA), and the International Office
Products & Furniture Dealers Association (IOPFDA).
“OHHA brings to ISSA approximately 200 new members in the

hospital housekeeping space. And while they are currently
Ontario-based, we (at ISSA ) have big plans to expand their
influence throughout Canada,” Barrett said. “IOPFDA brings
approximately 600 new members, primarly dealers of office
products, into the ISSA family. Not surprisingly, jan/san has
become a huge part of their world, and we are delighted to
welcome them as part of this merging channel.
“2020 is also the year that ISSA fulfilled its commitment to partner

with Informa Markets for the production and operation of our North
American trade show. So, for the next 25 years, ISSA and Informa
will work together to continue to boost the level of trade show
participation and broaden its appeal. We (ISSA and Informa) will
also launch new events in 2021, in a number of countries, as cleaning
and disinfecting have never mattered more.”
Barrett added it’s everybody’s hope that the 2021 ISSA Show

North America will take place in person. The event is scheduled
for November 15-18, in Las Vegas. 
ISSA Charities Board Member and NSS Enterprises

President Mark Bevington also spoke during the General
Business Meeting, highlighting three signature charitable
programs of the association: ISSA Scholars, the ISSA Hygieia
Network, and Cleaning For A Reason
“ISSA Scholars changes people’s lives by awarding college

scholarships; Hygieia Network changes people’s lives, especially
women in the cleaning industry, by fostering diversity and
inclusiveness; and Cleaning For A Reason changes people’s lives
by providing support and hope for people who have received a
cancer diagnoses,” Bevington said. “One major achievement this
year is the hiring of Sandy Wolfrum as ISSA Charities director of
development. Her role is to oversee the growth and development
of all three ISSA Charities, and bring the power and magic to a
broader audience. Moving forward, we are committed to
increasing our awareness and funding, and devoted to building our
engagement and involvement among those we serve.”
Bevington noted that through its history, ISSA Scholars has

given almost $4 million in scholarships to 1,425 individuals. In
2020, it gifted $100,000 to 38 individuals. Applications are open
for 2021 scholarships to be awarded in July 2021. Applications are
available at issacharities.org/issa-scholars/.
The Hygieia Network, meanwhile, includes conferences

consisting of speakers, educational activities and networking
opportunities. The Network’s webinars cover challenges women,
and all business leaders, face, such as how to safely conduct
business during the coronavirus pandemic. 
“Over 300 people have attended four recent webinars, with the

latest conducted during the virtual ISSA Show,” Bevington said.

“Also, the Hygieia Network’s one-on-one mentoring program
helps women develop, and grow, within the cleaning industry. The
unique program currently serves 635 members, and includes an
online networking component called IHNConnect. The
networking community provides educational tools, resources,
podcasts and other opportunities for women to connect, and
support, each other while advancing their careers.”
He added the Hygieia Network also launched a new video series

called “Careers in Cleaning.”
The third ISSA Charities signature program that Bevington

spoke about is Cleaning For A Reason, which provides free home
cleaning for patients with cancer. Founded in 2006 by residential
cleaning contractor Debbie Sardone, it became part of ISSA
Charities in 2017.
“As lavender is the color that represents those living with

cancer, Cleaning For A Reason updated its logo this year to
include lavender elements. The program serves patients — men,
women and children — with any type of cancer diagnoses,”
Bevington said. “Cleaning For A Reason has also introduced a
new tagline, ‘Clean Homes For Cancer Patients,’ and debut an
improved user experience website, advancing the application
process for cleaning services. We are proud to report that Cleaning
For A Reason will serve over 3,500 cancer patients (in 2020). 
“There are over 1,000 residential cleaning partners who perform

free home cleanings for cancer patients through Cleaning For A
Reason. A big ‘thank you’ goes to those partners for their
selflessness in providing that service.”

2020 INNOVATION 
OF THE YEAR AWARD 

WINNERS ANNOUNCED

As the 2020 ISSA Show North America’s Virtual Experience
concluded on November 19, attendees and exhibitors from
around the world convened through their electronic

devices for the Innovation Program Awards & Closing
Entertainment Session.
The awards program serves as the primary product and service

accelerator platform for pioneers in the commercial, institutional and
residential cleaning industry. Every year, companies participating in
the ISSA Show North America take the stage to unveil their most
innovative products or services in front of the global cleaning
industry. Those progressive solutions address key challenges industry
professionals are trying to solve in their daily operations.
Now in its 11th year, the 2020 edition of the Innovation

Program featured 18 products and service solutions. Entries were
new products and services from manufacturers and suppliers
throughout the cleaning industry and organized into five
categories: Cleaning Agents; Dispensers; Equipment; Services
and Technology; and Supplies and Accessories.
Voting took place online from September 1 to November 18,

allowing the worldwide cleaning industry to cast their vote virtually
from anywhere. The criteria taken into consideration included:
impact, practicality, sustainability, profitability, and originality.
The overall 2020 Innovation of the Year Award Winner was

TASKI® IntelliSpray for swingo® by Diversey. Honorable
mentions were: HyTech Ocean by Sofidel Group; and Botanical
Disinfectants (kitchen, bathroom and wipes) by Seventh
Generation Professional, a Unilever Brand.
Also presented at this year’s ISSA Show were Innovation
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Category Awards. Winners were: 
• Cleaning Agents: Botanical Disinfectants by Seventh

Generation Professional, a Unilever Brand;
Dispensers: Tork PeakServe® Recessed Cabinet Adapters by

Tork, an Essity brand;
Equipment: TASKI® IntelliSpray for swingo® by Diversey;
Services and Technology: Silver Defender Antimicrobial

Protected Films; and,
Supplies and Accessories: OmniClean by Unger Enterprises LLC.

HYGIEIA NETWORK ANNOUNCES 2020 
AWARD WINNERS

The ISSA Hygieia Network also announced its 2020 award
winners during a November 17 awards ceremony at the
virtual ISSA Show North America. 

“Every year, the ISSA Hygieia Network shines the spotlight on
individuals and organizations that go the extra mile to make our
industry one in which all feel welcome and excited to be a part of,”
Hygieia Network Chairwoman Meredith Reuben said.
“Although this year’s awards ceremony looked a bit different,
we’re so grateful to everyone who attended virtually and
supported this year’s winners.”
They are: 
• The Rising Star of the Year Award, open to women aged 45 and

under who have made significant achievements and demonstrated
consistent upward mobility in their careers within the industry. It was
presented this year to Kim Price, vice president of sales force
effectiveness at Georgia-Pacific, CPG Customer Organization. Price
was recognized for her career and advocacy for diversity and
inclusion within the cleaning industry.
• The Hygieia Member of the Year Award, which recognizes an

industry professional or company that has made a significant
contribution to the cleaning industry. It was presented to SC Johnson
Professional, which accepted on behalf of its parent company, SC
Johnson, for a commitment to diversity, equity, inclusion and
excellence in the workplace. SC Johnson Professional CEO Katja
von Raven accepted the award on behalf of the company.
An independent jury determined the two winners.
“With this year’s events going virtual, we’ve been able to

expand our programs and share our mission and vision with a
much larger audience,” Hygieia Network Program Director
Dr. Felicia L. Townsend said. “As we adapt to these
unprecedented times, the Hygieia Network will continue to
help all women — within the global cleaning industry —
advance their skill sets and make professional connections that
better support their career goals.”

— Broom, Brush & Mop Editor Harrell Kerkhoff
contributed to this article. 

From Nexstep:
34-Oz Automatic Soap Dispensers 

Ensure proper hygiene with touch-free dispensing of soaps 
and sanitizers to stop the spread of germs and viruses. 

The #93035 is for use with foam soaps. 
The #93038 is for use with liquid soaps and sanitizers.

Features of the dispensers include:

• For use with a wide variety of soaps or
sanitizers;
• Hands free dispensing prevents the

spread of bacteria;
• 34-ounce refillable cartridge;
• Wall-mount design (hardware included); 
• Uses 4 C batteries (not included); and,
• Replacement pump for liquid soaps

available (#3038).

For more information, call 800-252-7666, 
email customerservice@ocedarcommercial.com
or visit www.ocedarcommercial.com. 
Nexstep is the exclusive licensee of O’Cedar.

Bart Boucherie Jr. Publishes Book 
On History And Development Of
The Brush-Making Machine 

During 19th Century

Bart Boucherie Jr. has
written a book about
American and European
pioneers and the brush
manufacturing machines
they developed, their
successes and failures. A
story starting in 1845,
when Texas became the
28th state of the United
States, and ending in
1900, with the compl-
etion of the world’s first
fully automatic drilling
and filling brush machine
at the Ox Fibre Company
in Frederick, MD.

Free copies are available
by emailing: Katia.Costalbano@boucherie.be.
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